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1 Introduction

Current approaches for documenting runtime variabil-
ity in Software Product Lines (SPL) [1][2][3] and Business
Driven-Development [4], proposes different model repre-
sentations. Unfortunately, we have determined that the ex-
pressiveness level in BDD is not adequate, and that SPL
solutions needs for adaptation to BDD context for describ-
ing under which circumstances a business evolves. In this
panel, we present a model for representing runtime vari-
ability in BDD systems. The main contributions of this pro-
posal are: (i) it presents the enough expressiveness level for
representing runtime variability; and (ii) process engineers
can represent and understand under which events a business
evolves and how this evolution is managed, which is not
present in current approaches. We call this approach Prod-
uct Evolution Model (PEM).

2 PEM Rigorous Description

Let B be a business. Each business can be defined as a
set of processes (denoted with P ). Thus, B can be defined
as follows: B = {P1, P2, ..., Pk}; k > 0; 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let
CF be the set of common processes or features and let VF
be the set of variable features, thus B is defined formally as
a tuple containing all the CF and a subset of V F denoted
as SV F : B = (CF, SV F ∈ V F ). Each configuration of
the set of processes enabled at certain moment represents
a product. Thus, we can say that the CF of a B are al-
ways enabled, but the set of processes in V F is not fixed at
runtime. Thus, we can set up a product line that takes into
account this runtime variability.

For formalizing these concepts we should redefine each
business B as: B = (CF, SV F ∈ V F, F∆ : t, {Feature×
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...×Feature} �→ {Feature× ...×Feature}) where F∆

is a function that given a time instant t transform the set
of SV Ft into the new set of variable features of the fol-
lowing time instant t + 1, that is to say SV Ft+1, formally:
F∆(t, SV Ft) = SV Ft+1 ∈ V F•SV F t �= SV F t+1.

3 PEM Graphical Notation

In [4] feature models are used to represent which fea-
tures are variable (V F ) and which do not (CF ). However,
the feature model cannot establish the order of apparition
of business processes, represented as F∆, due to they are
not devoted for temporal conditions or variables (t) [1]. For
that purpose, we have to add a new model with a graphical
notation that represents F∆, the Product Evolution Model,
which is defined by means of a BPMN state machine where
each state represents a product p and each evolution be-
tween two or more states, is represented by means of a tran-
sition that is an application of F∆ function.
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